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Creative Repix App by Sumsoing

With 30+ handcrafted effect brushes available, Repix is more than a photo 
editor.  It’s an artistic tool where the options are endless, giving users the 
creative freedom to save captured memories in personalized ways. Users 
can apply Animated, Decoration, Effect, Color, and Artistic brush options 
to add unique touches to every photo. A super-smooth cropping tool offers 
five presets to choose from, and studio-grade technology inspires new 
levels of creativity. There are 16 carefully designed filters available for use, 
including amazing spotlight filters, as well as 17 beautiful frames that give 
photos that finishing touch. A fast and robust adjustments tool consistently 
brings out the best in photos. Once complete, images can then be saved 
with direct access to albums, and also shared on any favorite service, 
including Facebook.

Repix for Android* tablets powered by Intel Atom Processors gives users 
the creative editing tools they’ve always wanted.  Photographers of all skill 
levels can easily give their photos a fantastic new look, quickly and  
effortlessly – and all in real-time.

 

Now Optimized for Intel® Atom™ Processor-based Tablets for Android* 
 
Development company Sumoing has successfully collaborated with Intel® to optimize the inventive Repix app for An-
droid* tablets powered by Intel® Atom™ Processors.  The real-time photo editing application is now accessible to an 
expanded base of mobile device users looking to turn their ordinary photos into saved personal masterpieces.  

Features of Repix for Intel 
Atom Tablets for Android*

  • Zero-friction design provides 
     the ability to switch between 
     tools with extra steps
  • 30+ handcrafted effect brushes
  • Tools easily available at a user’s 
     fingertips with edits in real time
  • Super-smooth cropping tool
  • 16 carefully designed filters and 
     17 beautiful frames available



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Repix App Brings Easy, Precise Photo Edits to Android* Tablets Powered by Intel Atom Processors   

Android* users can now appreciate the real-time effects provided by Repix, easily accessible with just a touch of their 
fingertips.  Thanks to the recent optimization for Intel Atom Processor-based tablets for Android*, the sensitive touch-
screen offered by the device provides photographers of all ages the chance to quickly edit images using an array of 
options.  The stunning effects, and beautifully designed borders and filters are vibrant and crisp on Android* screens.  
The device’s mobility ensures that users can enjoy personalizing, saving, and sharing their photos while on-the-go, 
wherever they may be.    

Repix is available for immediate download at the Google Play Store: 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.repix.android


